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Abstract 

Traditional schemes for abstract interpretation-based global analysis of logic programs generally 

focus on obtaining procedure argument mode and type information. Variable sharing information 

is often given only the attention needed to preserve the correctness of the analysis. However, 

such sharing information can be very useful. In particular, it can be used for predicting run-

time goal independence, which can eliminate costly run-time checks in and-parallel execution. In 

this paper, a new algorithm for doing abstract interpretation in logic programs is described which 

concentrates on inferring the dependencies of the terms bound to program variables with increased 

precisión and at all points in the execution of the program, rather than just at a procedure level. 

Algorithms are presented for computing abstract entry and success substitutions which extensively 

keep track of variable aliasing and term dependence information. In addition, a new, abstract 

domain independent ñxpoint algorithm is presented and described in detail. The algorithms are 

illustrated with examples. Finally, results from an implementation of the abstract interpreter are 

presented. 

1 Introduction 

The technique of abstract interpretation for flow analysis of programs in imperative languages was first 

presented in a sound mathematical setting by Cousot and Cousot [5] in their landmark paper. Later, 

it was shown by Bruynooghe [1], Jones and Sondergaard [17], and Mellish [21] that this technique can 

be extended to flow analysis of programs in logic programming languages. Specific algorithms for such 

global analysis in logic programs have been given by a number of researchers ([8], [18], [23], [26], [27], [2], 

[24], [20], [19], [11], [4] ...). These schemes, mostly geared towards optimizing the sequentialexecution 

of logic programs, generally focus on computing information about the arguments of predicates used in 
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the program, such as (1) the mode oí an argument, Le., whether a particular argument of a predicate 

is instantiated on input or on output or both and (2) the type oí an argument, Le., set of terms 

that an argument is bound to when the predicate is called or when it succeeds. Variable sharing 

(or "aliasing"), Le., the fact that unification can bind variables to other variables or to terms which 

in turn share variables, is "dealt with" in these methods in order to preserve the correctness of the 

approach, but it is not generally considered as an output of the analysis and often computed in a very 

conservative way [6]. 

However, the variable sharing information itself can often be of the utmost importance for a com-

piler. For example, such information can be used for compile-time optimization of backtracking [3]. 

Knowledge of variable sharing information also makes it possible to predict run-time goal indepen

dence, which is particularly relevant for a compiler which targets execution on a system which supports 

Independent And-Parallelism (IAP) (see, for example, [14, 12, 9] and their references for more details 

on this type of parallelism): in IAP subgoals in the body of a clause are executed in parallel pro-

vided they are independent, Le., their run-time instantiations do not share any variables. As shown 

in [12, 14], this condition can be ensured by run-time checks on the groundness and independence oí 

certain program variables.2 However, these checks can be expensive, increasing overhead and reducing 

the amount of speed-up achievable through parallelism. Thus, it is of great advantage to eliminate 

as many checks as possible by gathering highly accurate information at compile-time regarding the 

groundness and independence of the terms to which programs variables will be bound at run-time. 

Furthermore, it is useful to have this information for all points in the program, rather than globally 

for each procedure. The inference of such information is the main subject of this paper.3 Our main 

contributions are as follows: 

• Starting with an approach for representing abstract substitutions (in the form of sharing informa

tion) suggested to us by Jacobs and Langen4 [16] we present new abstract unification algorithms 

which compute abstract entry substitutions and abstract success substitutions while extensively 

keeping track of variable aliasing and term dependence information. These algorithms can be 

used in isolation (if only variable sharing information is to be the output of the analysis) or in 

combination with conventional abstract domains as a method for accurately keeping track of 

2 Program variables are variables that are in the text of the given program. 
3Due to the similarities between the search tree explored by a program executed in IAP and that of sequential execution 

[14], conventional abstract interpretation techniques can be applied (with only minor modifications) to programs which 

are to be evaluated in IAP (Debray presents in [7] an analysis framework for other types of parallelism where the properties 

of IAP regarding the similarity with sequential execution don't hold). In [27] we reported some results obtained from an 

abstract interpreter for IAP constructed more or less along the lines of conventional systems, except for the techniques 

used to improve its efñciency. This interpreter is most apt at generating groundness information and it was shown in [27] 

to be reasonably effective at reducing run-time checks. The approach presented in this paper is targeted at improving 

those results through better tracking of terms which are independent but not ground. 
4Even though the representation that we use for abstract substitutions is essentially the same as in Jacobs and Langen 

[16], there are fundamental differences between our approach and theirs. Most importantly, our algorithm for abstract 

interpretation uses a top-down directed bottom-up approach while theirs uses a puré bottom-up approach ([8], [20], [19]). 

Consequently, we use a novel fixpoint computation algorithm which takes care of additional complexities brought about 

by the top-down directed approach, as opposed to the conventional bottom-up fixpoint computation. 



variable aliasing. 

• We present and give a complete description of a new algorithm for performing top-down driven, 

bottom up fixpoint computation which avoids recalculation (by performing fixpoint computation 

over subsets of the program, rather than reanalyzing the whole program at each step) and uses 

approximations as seeds for convergence improvement. Its output includes abstract substitution 

information for all points in the program. While the essential ideas behind computation of 

fixpoints in the context of logic programs are understood, the formulation presented herein takes 

care of practical efficiency and correctness issues and many details which, to our knowledge, and 

particularly in the case of a top-down driven algorithm, have not been described elsewhere. 

The algorithms are illustrated with examples. We assume that the reader is familiar with logic 

programming (and Prolog to some extent) and the basic concepts of abstract interpretation of logic 

programs. However, the following section provides a brief overview of the process in order to introduce 

the notation and place in context the algorithms to be presented later. The rest of the paper is 

organized as follows: section 3 introduces the concept of abstract substitution used throughout the 

paper. Sections 4 and 5 deal with abstract unification respectively explaining how the abstract entry 

substitution for a clause and the abstract success substitution for a subgoal are computed. Section 7 

presents the fixpoint algorithm. Section 8 illustrates the complete abstract interpretation algorithm 

through examples and presents results obtained from an implementation of our algorithm aimed at 

the detection of groundness and independence. Finally, section 9 summarizes our conclusions and 

discusses suggestions for future work. 

2 Abstract Interpretation of Logic Programs 

As mentioned previously, abstract interpretation is a useful technique for performing a global analysis 

of a program in order to compute, at compile-time, characteristics of the terms to which the variables 

in that program will be bound at run-time for a given class of queries. In principie, such an analysis 

could be done by an interpretation of the program which computed the set of all possible substitutions 

(collecting semantics) at each step. However, these sets of substitutions can in general be infinite 

and thus such an approach can lead to non-terminating computations. Abstract interpretation of-

fers an alternative in which the program is interpreted using abstract substitutions instead of actual 

substitutions. An abstract substitution is a finite representation of a, possibly infinite, set of actual 

substitutions in the concrete domain. The set of all possible terms that a variable can be bound 

to in abstract substitutions represents an "abstract domain" which is usually a complete lattice or 

cpo of finite height (such finiteness required, in principie, for termination of fixpoint computation), 

whose ordering relation is herein represented by "C." Abstract substitutions and sets of concrete 

substitutions are related via a pair of functions referred to as the abstraction (a) and concretization 

(7) functions. In addition, each primitive operation u of the language (unification being a notable 

example) is abstracted to an operation v! over the abstract domain. Soundness of the analysis requires 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the abstract interpretation process 

that each concrete operation u be related to its corresponding abstract operation u' as follows: for 

every x in the concrete computational domain, u(x) C ^y(u'(a(x))). 

The input to the abstract interpreter is a set of clauses (the program) and set of "query forms." 

In its minimal form (least burden on the programmer) such query forms can be simply the ñames 

of the predicates which can appear in user queries (Le., the program's "entry points"). In order to 

increase the precisión of the analysis, query forms can also include a description of the set of abstract 

(or concrete) substitutions allowable for each entry point. The goal of the abstract interpreter is then 

to compute in abstract form the set of substitutions which can occur at all points of all the clauses 

that would be used while answering all possible queries which are concretizations of the given query 

forms. It is convenient to give different ñames to abstract substitutions depending on the point in a 

clause to which they correspond. Consider, for example, the clause h :- pi,... ,pn. Let A¿ and A¿+i be 

the abstract substitutions to the left and right of the subgoal pi, 1 < i < n in this clause. See figure 

l(b). 

Definition 1 A¿ and A¿+i are, respectively, the abstract cali substitution and the abstract success 

substitution for the subgoal pi. For this same clause, Ai is the abstract entry substitution (also 

represented as /3entry) and Ara+i is the abstract exit substitution (also represented as /3exu). • 

Control of the interpretation process can itself proceed in several ways, a particularly useful and 

efficient one being to essentially follow a top-down strategy starting from the query forms.5 Several 

frameworks for doing abstract interpretation in logic programs follow along these lines. One such 

framework is described in detail for example in [1]. In a similar way to the concrete top-down execution, 

the abstract interpretation process can then be represented as an abstract AND-OR tree, in which 

6More precisely, this strategy can be seen as a top-down driven bottom up computation. As will be shown later, 

some degree of fixpoint, bottom up computation is required for correctness in the presence of recursive predicates. A 

purely bottom-up analysis scheme is also possible ([8], [20], [19]). The advantage of the top-down driven strategy is that 

it restricts the abstract computation to that required for the query forms given rather than that for all possible query 

forms. Note that query forms are routinely present in actual programs in the form of module entry point declarations, 

so no extra burden need be placed on the user. Additional information from the user can, of course, focus the abstract 

computation even further and increase its precisión. 



AND-nodes and OR-nodes altérnate. A clause head h is an AND-node whose children are the literals 

in its body p\,... ,pn (figure l(b)). Similarly, if one of these literals p can be unified with clauses 

whose heads are h\,..., hm, p is an OR-node whose children are the AND-nodes h\,..., hm (figure 

l(a)). During construction of the tree, computation of the abstract substitutions at each point is done 

as follows: 

• Computing success substitution from cali substitution: Given a cali substitution \cau for a 

subgoal p, let h\,..., hm be the heads of clauses which unify with p (see figure l(a)). Compute 

the entry substitutions /31entry, . . . , /3mentry for these clauses. Compute their exit substitutions 

/31exit,..., (ímexit as explained below. Compute the success substitutions \lsuccess,..., \msuccess 

corresponding to these clauses. The success substitution \SUccess is then the least upper bound 

(LUB) of Xlsuccess, • • •, Xrrisuceess- Of course the LUB computation is dependent on the abstract 

domain and the definition of the C relation. 

• Computing exit substitution from entry substitution: Given a clause po :- p\,...,pn whose 

body is non-empty and an entry substitution Ai, Ai is the cali substitution for p\. Its success 

substitution A2 is computed as above. Similarly, A3,...,An+i are computed. Finally, Ara+i is 

obtained, which is the exit substitution for this clause. See figure l(b). For a unit clause (i.e. 

whose body is empty), its exit substitution is the same as its entry substitution. 

Given this basic framework, it is clear that a particular analysis strategy needs to: 

• Define an abstract domain and substitution framework, and the C relation, 

• Describe how to compute the entry substitution for a clause C given a subgoal p (which unifies 

with the head of C) and its cali substitution, 

• Describe how to compute the success substitution for a subgoal p given its cali substitution and 

the exit substitution for a clause C whose head unifies with p. 

Such information represents the "core" of a particular analysis strategy. Sections 3, 4 and 5 respectively 

address the corresponding definitions and algorithms for the approach presented in this paper. 

In addition to the three points above, there is, however, one more issue that needs to be addressed. 

The overall abstract interpretation scheme described works in a relatively straightforward way if the 

program has no recursion. Consider, on the other hand, a recursive predicate p. If there are two 

OR-nodes for p in the abstract AND-OR tree such that 

• they are identical (i.e., they have the same atoms), 

• one is an ancestor of the other, and 

• the cali substitutions are the same for both, 

then the abstract AND-OR tree is infinite and an abstract interpreter using the simple control strategy 

described above will not terminate. In order to ensure termination, some sort of fixpoint computation 



is required. In order to support such fixpoint computation, memo tables [10] are used, for example, 

in [8] and stream predicates are used in [26]. In this paper we propose a novel scheme for fixpoint 

computation within the context of abstract interpretation. This is described in section 7. 

3 Abstract ion Framework 

In this section, we describe the representation of abstract substitutions used in our abstract interpreter. 

As mentioned before, in the concrete interpretation the collecting semantics for a top down execution 

of logic programs is usually given in terms of the sets of substitutions associated with each program 

point [1]. The traditional approach ([1],[8],[18]) to abstracting such sets of substitutions is to define an 

abstract domain and then to describe a method for constructing an abstract substitution corresponding 

to a set of substitutions. 

For example, the abstract domain used in [1] consists of three elements ground, f ree and any. 

These elements respectively correspond to the set of all ground terms, the set of all unbound (free) 

variables, and the set of all terms. An abstract substitution is then defined as a mapping from 

program variables (of a clause) to elements of the abstract domain. For example, if X and Y are 

the program variables in a clause, then an abstract substitution at a point in that clause could be 

{X/ground, Y/free}. This abstract substitution actually represents the set of all substitutions in 

which X is bound to a ground term and Y is bound to a free variable. 

The approach used for defining abstract substitutions in this paper is entirely different. We are not 

per se interested in the set of terms that a program variable is bound to at a point in a clause. Rather, 

we are interested in the sharing of variables among the sets of terms that program variables are bound 

to.6 For example, let X and Y be the program variables in a clause. The abstract substitution in our 

abstract interpreter should tell us whether the sets of terms that X and Y are bound to, share any 

variables or not. 

We define the abstract substitution for a clause to be a set of sets of program variables in that 

clause following an approach initially suggested in [16]. Informally, a set of program variables appears 

in the abstract substitution if the terms to which these variables are bound share a variable. For the 

example clause of the previous paragraph, the valué of an abstract substitution may be {{X}, {X, Y}}. 

This abstract substitution corresponds to a set of substitutions in which X and Y are bound to terms 

tx and ty such that (1) at least one variable occurs in both tx and ty (this corresponds to the element 

{X, Y}) and (2) at least one variable occurs only in tx (this corresponds to the element {X}). 

In a sense, the term abstract substitution may be a misnomer for such a data structure. The reason 

for such an objection would be that this data structure only abstracts a set of substitutions but it does 

not (explicitly) tell us about the set of terms a program variable is bound to in a set of substitutions 

(which the conventional abstract substitutions do, as discussed above). Nevertheless, we use the term 

abstract substitution for the data structure introduced above, since it does abstract the information 

6Note that this approach to abstracting substitutions is complementary to the traditional approach, Le., it is possible 

to combine the two approaches and use abstract substitutions which provide information about both sharing between 

program variables and the terms that they are bound to. 



contained in a set of substitutions. 

Before formally describing the representation for abstract substitutions, we review some basic 

definitions about substitutions. A substitution for the variables of a clause is a mapping from the 

set of program variables in that clause (Pvar) to terms that can be formed from the universe of all 

variables (Uvar), and the constants and functors in the given program and query. The domain of a 

substitution 9 is written as dom(O). We consider only idempotent substitutions. The instantiation of 

a term t under a substitution 9 is denoted as tO and var(t6) denotes the set of variables in tO. 

Let 9 be a given substitution for a clause C. A program variable X, which is in C, is ground under 

this substitution if varíXO) = 0. Program variables X and Y, which are in C, are independerá if varíXO) 

n var{Y9) = 0 [14]. We say that variable V occurs in program variable X under the substitution 9 if 

V £ var(X9). Clearly, a program variable X is ground under a substitution 9 if there is no variable V 

which occurs in X under 9 and program variables X and Y are independent if there is no variable V 

which occurs in both of them under 9. 

Below, we formally define the abstract substitution A(9) which corresponds to a concrete substi

tution 9 and later we extend it to sets of substitutions. The basic idea behind this definition is as 

follows: a set S of program variables appears in A(9) iff there is a variable V which occurs in each 

member of S under 9. Thus, a program variable is ground iff it does not appear in any set A(9), and 

two program variables are independent iff they do not appear together in any set in A(9). 

Definition 2 Subst is the set of all substitutions which map variables in Pvar to terms constructed 

from variables in Uvar and constants and functors in the given program and query. • 

Definition 3 Asubst is the set of all abstract substitutions for a clause, i.e., Asubst = p(p(Pvar)) 

where p(S) denotes the powerset of S. • 

Definition 4 The function Occ takes two arguments, 9 (a substitution) and U (a variable in Uvarj 

and produces the set of all program variables X e Pvar such that U occurs in var(X9) i.e. 

Occ{9, U) = {X\X e dom(9) A U <E var(X9)} 

D 

Definition 5 (Abstraction of a substitution) 

A : Subst —>• Asubst 

A{9) = {Occ(9,U)\U e Uvar} 

D 

Example: Let 9 = {W/a,X/f(A1,A2),Y/g(A2),Z/A3}. Occ{9,Ax) = {X}, Occ(9,A2) = 

{X,Y}, Occ{9, A3) = {Z} and Occ{9,U) = 0 for all other U G Uvar. henee, A{9) = 

{Ü),{X},{X,Y},{Z}}.n 

The abstraction function A is extended to sets of substitutions as follows: 



Definition 6 (Abstraction of a set of substitutions) 

a : p(Subst) —> Asubst 

a(0) = U A{6) 
ees 

D 

Essentially, a constructs the unión of the sharing information found in all substitutions in 6 . The 

corresponding concretization function is: 

Definition 7 (Concretization) 

7 : Asubst —>• p(Subst) 

j(SS) = {9\9 e Subst A A(9) c SS} 

D 

If a clause has N program variables, there can be at most 2 different abstract substitutions for 

it. A partid order can be defined on these abstract substitutions. Ai C A2 iff 7(Ai) C 7(A2). It can be 

easily shown that Ai C A2 iff Ai C A2. Since the set of all abstract substitutions for a clause is finite 

and is dosed under unión, it follows that the least upper bound of two abstract substitutions is equal 

to their unión and the greatest lower bound is equal to their intersection. 

We can make the following observations from the above definitions: 

• Since the lattice of abstract substitutions for a clause is finite and henee has a finite depth, we 

are assured that fixpoint computation (discussed in section 7) terminates [1]. 

• For a given clause, the top element in the lattice is the powerset of all the program variables in 

that clause. 

• The bottom element in the lattice for all clauses is 0. The meaning of this abstract substitution 

can be explained as follows: suppose a clause has a subgoal sg which cannot be satisfied under 

its abstract cali substitution A Le., sg fails. The abstract success substitution for sg would then 

be0. 

• The abstract substitution which makes all program variables in a clause ground is {0}. 

• 0 is an element of every non-empty abstract substitution A. This is a consequence of the fact 

that every concrete substitution 6 has a finite range. 

Since the abstract interpreter manipulates only abstract substitutions and since these abstract 

substitutions do not have complete information about the term each program variable is bound to, 

approximations are introduced in our computations of abstract substitutions. We require that these 

be safe approximations. 



Definition 8 (safe approximation) Suppose the concrete set of substitutions that occurs at a point 

in a clause is G and the abstract interpreter computes the abstract substitution at this point as A. A 

is a safe approximation to the actual abstract substitution at this point if, whenever variables X and 

Y are dependent according to at least one substitution in Q, there is a set S G A such that X e S 

and Y e S i.e., the abstract substitution should capture all the sharing information. Similarly, if a 

variable X is ground according to \, it should be ground according to all substitutions in G. • 

Thus a computed abstract substitution which is a safe approximation to the actual one is allowed 

to be conservatively imprecise: it can indicate that two variables are dependent when actually they 

are independent according to the concrete set of substitutions. Similarly, a variable can be nonground 

according to such an abstract substitution even if it is ground according to the concrete set of sub

stitutions. Therefore, the sharing information in such an abstract substitution is characterized as 

potential sharing. All the abstract substitutions that are mentioned in subsequent sections of this 

paper are conservative abstract substitutions i.e., they are safe approximations to the actual abstract 

substitutions. 

3.1 Other definitions 

In this section, we present some definitions and results that are used in sections 4 and 5. 

Given a set of program variables S and a subgoal pred(ui,..., un), pos(pred(ui,..., un), S) gives 

the set of all argument positions of this subgoal in which at least one element of S occurs. 

Definition 9 

pos(pred(ui,..., un), S) = {i\S n var(ui) / 0} 

D 

Given a subgoal 

pred{u\,...,un) and an abstract substitution A, the function V(pred(ui,... ,un), A) computes the 

dependencies among the argument positions of this subgoal due to A. This is expressed as a subset of 

the powerset oí {1,... ,n} (similar to representing an abstract substitution as a set of sets of program 

variables). 

Definition 10 

V(pred(ui,... ,un), A) = {pos(pred(ui,... ,un), S)\S € A} 

D 

Example: Let n = 2, m = f(X, Y),u2 = g{Y, Z), and A = {0, {X}, {Y}, {X, Z}}. 

pos(pr ed(f(X, Y), g(Y,Z)), 0) = 0 

pos(pred(f(X, Y), g(Y, Z)), {X}) = {1} 



pos(Wed(f(X, Y), g(Y, Z)), {Y}) = {1, 2} 

pos(pred(f(X,Y),g(Y,Z)),{X,Z}) = {1,2} 

Therefore, V(pred(f(X, Y),g(Y, Z)), A) = {0, {1}, {1,2}}.n 

Definition 11 (Closure under unión) For a set of sets SS, the closure SS* of SS is the smallest 

superset of SS that satisfies: Si G SS* A S2 G SS* => Si U S2 G SS*. • 

Proposition 1 Leí cr and /x be two concrete substitutions, whose domains are Pvar and Uvar respec-

tively. Let A 6e an abstract substitution such that A(a) C A. TTien *4(| cro/j \domia\) C A*; w/iere 

| ero/i láo^o-) indicates the restriction of a o /j ío í/ie domain of a. • 

Proof: We note that 

Occ(ko/x | d o m ( ( 7 ) ,X) = | J Occ(a,Y) 
X&ar(Yfj,) 

Since „4(cr) = {Occ(a, U) \ U G f/t>ar}, we have „4(| a o /j |dom((j )) C (A(a))* C A*.n 

Corollary 1 Leí Aca« and ASítccess 6e the abstract cali and success substitutions for a subgoal sg, 

respectively corresponding to Qcaii (the set of all its cali substitutions) and Q success (the set of all its 

success substitutions). Then \SUccess ^ Kaii- D 

Proof: For each 9caii G &Caii, there exists a 0success G & success and a substitution ¡JL (this is the 

substitution obtained by "solving" the subgoal sg) such that 6success = \ Ocaii ° t1 \dom(ecaU)- Therefore, 

^•success — 0¿\VjSuccess) 

U w 
success) 

success 

U A\Ocaii°ti\dom{ecall)) 
"success t " success y" cali ̂ ^3 cali ¿"success = \"call 0 M ldom((9 J J ) 

C IJ (^coi í ) )* 

Q ( IJ ^(^a«))* 
^eo¡¡S©eo¡¡ 

— {0¡('O success )) 

= (Kall)* 

D 

Corollary 2 Leí XcaU and \Success be as in corollary 1. Then V(sg, A success) C (V(sg, \caii))*- D 



Proof: From corollary 1 we get Xsuccess ^ {S \ 3S¿ G Xcau(S = U¿"S¿)}- We observe that 

Posisg^iSi) =\JiPos(sg,Si). Therefore, 

T(sg,X success ) = {pOs(sg, S) | S G Xsuccess} 

C {pos(sg, (J Si) I 3Si G AcaH} 
i 

= {\Jpos(sg, Si) | 3Si G AcaH} 
i 

= {í>os(s#, S) | S1 G AcaH}* 

= (V(sg,Xcall))* 

D 

Definition 12 (Projection) Let ¡JL be an abstract substitution for a subgoal sg and Ssg be the set 

of program variables in this subgoal. The projection of ¡JL on sg is defined as the abstract substitution 

{S\ S = S'nSag,S' €»}. • 

Corollary 3 Let the subgoal sg (with a projected abstract cali substitution X) be unified with the head 

hd of a clause C. The abstract entry substitution for C, /3entry satisfies the condition V(hd, /3entry) ^ 

(V(sg,X)T- n 

Proof: Let \Unify(sg,hd) be the abstract substitution for sg after its unification with hd. After 

unification, the dependencies among the argument positions are the same for both sg and hd, since they 

have been instantiated to the same term. Therefore, V(hd, f3entry)
 =,P{sg,Xunify^sg>hl^). By arguments 

similar to the proofs of corollaries 1 and 2, it can be shown that V(sg, XUnify(sg,hd)) ^ ('P(s9i ^))*- D 

Unless otherwise noted, all substitutions referred to in the rest of this paper are abstract substitu-

tions. 

4 Computing the Abstract Entry Substitution 

In this section, we describe an algorithm to compute the (abstract) entry substitution for a clause C 

given a subgoal sg (which unirles with the head hd of this clause) and sg's (abstract) cali substitution. 

If the program variables in hd belong to a set Shd¡ then a conservative entry substitution for this 

clause would be p(Shd)- But this is too pessimistic an estimate, since it says that every program 

variable in hd is potentially dependent on every other program variable. To get a more accurate 

estimate, we determine which program variables in SM are ground and try to reduce the sharing 

information in the entry substitution. An algorithm for performing this task is given in section 4.1. 

Section 4.2 illustrates this algorithm with an example. This algorithm can be summarized as follows: 

• Perform abstract unification: Do a term by term unification for sg and hd and determine 

the potential sharing information between the program variables in sg and hd. This is done in 

steps 1 through 3. 



• Propágate groundness inf ormation: A program variable in SM is ground if it is unified with 

a ground term in sg. This term could be ground either because the program variables in it 

are ground in sg's cali substitution, because it does not contain any program variables, because 

some of its program variables are ground due to unification with terms in hd, or because of a 

combination of the above. This is done in steps 4 through 6. 

• Apply independence inf ormation in sg's ca l i substitution: Take the remaining pro

gram variables (which are potenüally nonground) in Shd- Form dependencies among them based 

on the results of abstract unification and groundness analysis. Eliminate some of these de-

pendencies based on the information in sg's cali substitution. This is done in steps 7 through 

10. 

4.1 Algori thm 

Let the set of program variables which occur in sg be Ssg = {X\, X2,..., Xm}. Let sg = pred(s\,S2, 

..., sn) and the head hd (which is unifiable with sg) = pred{t\, ¿2, • • •, tn). Let the set of the program 

variables in hd be SM = {Y\, Y2, • • •, Yp} and the set of program variables which do not occur in hd 

but occur in the body of the clause of hd be {Yp+\,..., Yq}. We assume7 that Ssg n {Y\,..., Yq} = 0. 

Let \Caii be the cali substitution of the subgoal sg. Below we describe the algorithm for computing 

the entry substitution /3entry for the clause C = hd :- body. 

1. Projection: Compute A by projecting \cau on to the set Ssg, i.e., 

A <— {s 1 s = (s n ssg), s G \caii} 

A contains all the potenüal sharing information among program variables in sg. 

2. Normalize unification equations: i.e., for each pair of terms s¿,í¿, 1 < i < n, normalize the 

equation s¿ = í¿ so that it is replaced by a set of equations Z = Termz, Z e Ssg U SM- Form 

the set U as follows: 

U <— {(Z, Setz) I Setz = var{Termz), Z = Termz is a normalized equation} 

3. Grouping: For each Z such that (Z, Setlz), • • • (Z, Setkz) are elements of U, replace these 

elements with (Z, {Setlz, • • • Setkz})- The presence of this element in U means that, due to 

the unification of sg and hd, the program variable Z is bound to k different terms, respectively 

containing the sets of program variables Setlz, • • •, Setkz-

4. I n i t i a l i z e the set of ground program variables: Let G denote the set of program vari

ables in sg and hd that are ground. Initialize G as follows: for all (Z, SSz) G U such that 

• 0 e SSz (i-e., Z is bound to a ground term due to the current unification), or 

• Z belongs to the set Ssg and is ground according to A, 

7This assumption is valid due to renaming of variables in clauses. 
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add Z to G. We also maintain a queue L of ground program variables, whose groundness has 

not been propagated to other program variables. Initially L contains the same elements as G in 

some order. 

5. Groundness propagation: 

Repeat 

(a) Dequeue Z from L; 

(b) Let Gl <- {W | W £ G, (Z, SS) £U,S £ SS,W £ S}. Update G <- G u G l . Also, enqueue 

the elements in Gl to the queue L and remove (Z, SS) from ZY (this step ensures that the 

"groundness" of Z is transmitted to all the program variables that occur in the terms that 

Z is bound to); 

(c) For all W, S, SS such that (W, SS) £U,S £ SS and Z £ S, remove Z from S. If S becomes 

an empty set and if W is not in the set G, enqueue W in the queue L and add it to the 

set G (this step ensures that occurrences of Z are removed from the RHS of the unification 

equations); 

Until the queue L is empty. 

6. Update A: A <— {S | S £ A, S n G = 0}. This is an update of the cali substitution A to reflect 

the fact that some variables in Ssg have become ground due to unification of sg with hd. 

7. Potential dependency graph f ormation: Build an undirected graph GST which will reflect 

potential sharing between instantiations of program variables. Let GST = (V,E), where V = 

(Ssg U Shd) — G and an edge between two vértices indicates a potential sharing between program 

variables represented by the two vértices. E = El U E2 where El and E2 are computed as 

folio ws: 

• El <— {(Xi,Xj) | Xi £ S,Xj £ S, S £ X,i / j} (In this step, we carry over the sharing 

information between program variables in A to the graph GST)-

• E2 <- {(W,Z) | (W,SS) £U,Z £ S,S £ SS} (In this step, we carry over the sharing 

information due to unification to the graph GST)-

8. Graph partitioning: Let SM — G be partitioned into mutually disjoint sets HP\,..., HPr such 

that Yi and Yj belong to the same partition if and only if there is a path between them in the 

graph GST-

9. Form a f i r s t approximation to (3entry'-

r 

P^\J p(HPi) 
í=i 

It is clear that the entry substitution /3entry for the clause C is a subset of (5. 



10. Prime (5 down to f orm Pentry'- P may contain some sharing information among the arguments 

of the subgoal predicate that is not compatible with A. In this step, we remove such "spurious" 

sharing information from ¡i. Consider V(sg,\). This gives the sharing information among the 

arguments of sg due to the abstract substitution A. By unifying sg with the head hd of the clause 

C, the new sharing among the arguments of this subgoal can only be a subset of (V(sg,\))*. 

This is proved in Corollary 3 (section 3). We take advantage of this fact in "pruning" down 

P- Phd <— {S | S £ f3,pos(hd, S) £ (V(sg,\))*}. The entry substitution for the clause C is 

Pentry = (Phd) U {{Yp+1}, ..., {Yq}}. 

Proposition 2 Given a subgoal sg whose abstract cali substitution is \cau and a clause C whose 

head hd unifies with sg, let Pentry be the abstract entry substitution for C as computed by the above 

algorithm. Then, pentry is a safe approximation in the following sense: In the concrete interpretation, 

let Vtentry be the set of entry substitutions for clause C computed from sg 's set of cali substitutions 

liKall)- Then, ílentry ^ ^{Pentry}- D 

Proof (Outline): The main proof burden is to show that the dependencies among the program 

variables in hd induced by the dependencies in \cau and by the unification of sg with hd are safely 

computed. This is precisely done when the potential dependency graph is formed. Firstly, the de-

pendencies due to unification are computed in steps 2 and 3. Secondly, the program variables that 

are bound to ground terms due to unification and Xcaii are identified in a straightforward manner in 

steps 4, 5 and 6. Now the potential dependency graph, which shows potential dependencies among its 

possibly nonground variables, is formed. Two variables are potentially dependent iff there is a path 

between them i.e. they are dependent according to \cau or they are dependent due to unification or 

both. Consider a partition P in this graph. The powerset of P describes all possible dependencies 

among the variables of P. Therefore, in step 9, we form a first approximation to Pentry by taking the 

unión of the powersets of all partitions (restricted to variables in SM) OÍ the potential dependency 

graph. However, we can refine this valué of Pentry further by removing some spurious dependencies in 

it by using corollary 1 of proposition 1. This is done in step 10. The final valué of Pentry as computed 

by this algorithm is thus a safe approximation. • 

4.2 A n Example 

We illustrate the above algorithm with the aid of an example. 

The subgoal sg 

The head hd (of clause C) 

The calling substitution \cau 

pred(Xi, f(X2,X4),X3,g(X3), f(X4,h(X4)),X5) 

predipiY!), Y2, q(Y3, Y6), Y4, f(r(Y5), Y6), Y6) 

{9,{X1},{X3},{X6},{X1,X2,X7},{X3,X4}} 

Here Ssg = {XUX2,X3,X4,X5} and Shd = {YUY2,Y3,Y4,Y5,Y6}. Let {Y7,YS} be the set of 

variables in the body of the clause C that do not occur in its head hd. In the following, we illustrate 

how Pentry, the entry substitution for the clause C, is computed given the above information: 

1. Projection: A = {0, { X J , {X3}, {XUX2}, {X3,X4}} 



2. Normalize unification equations: 

U = {(X1, {Y1}), (Y2, {X2,X4}), (X3, {Y3, Y6}), (Y4, {X3}), (X4, {Y5}), (le, {X4}), (Y6, {X5})} 

3. Grouping: In this step we simplify U by collecting together tupies which have the same LHS. 

U = {{Xl,{{Yl}}),{Y2,{{X2,X4}}),{X3,{{Y3,Y6}}), 

(Y4, {{X3}}), (X4, {{Y5}}), (Y6, {{X4}, {X5}})} 

4. Initially, G = {X$} and the queue L contains only one element, X&. 

5. Groundness propagation: The queue L contains X4,YQ,Y^ at various points during this step. 

After this step, G = {X4, X§, Y5, YQ} and 

U = {(X1, {{Y1}}), [Y2, {{X2}}), (X3, {{Y,}}), [Y4, {{X3}})} 

6. Update A: A = {0, {Xx}, {X3}, {XUX2}} 

7. po t en t i a l dependency graph formation: The graph GST = (V, E) where, V = {X\,X2,X3, 

F 1 ,F 2 ,F 3 ,K 1 }and£; = {(X1 ,X2),(X1 ,F1),(X2 ,F2),(X3,F3),(X3,F4)}. 

8. Graph pa r t i t i on ing : The set Shd — G is partitioned into two sets, {Y\, Y2} and {13,14}. 

9. Taking the unión of the powersets of the above partitions, we get 

¡3 = {0, {Yl}, {Y2}, {Yí, Y2}, {Y3}, {Y4}, {Y3,Y4}} 

10. Prune ¡5 down to form Pentry- V(sg,X) = {0, {1}, {1,2}, {3,4}} and pos(hd,{Yi}) = {1}, 

pos(hd, {Y2}) = {2}, posihd^YuYi}) = {1,2}, pos{hd,{Y3}) = {3}, pos{hd,{Y4}) = {4} 

and pos(hd, {Y3, Y4}) = {3,4}. It is clear that {Y2}, {I3}, {I4} can be removed from (5. To this 

pruned down ¡3 we add {Y7} and {Ys} to get ¡3entry = {0, {Yí}, {Yu Y2}, {Y3, Y4}, {Y7}, {Ys}}. 

5 Computing the Abstract Success Substitution 

In the previous section, we described an algorithm for computing the entry substitution /3entry for a 

clause C = hd :- body, given a subgoal sg (which is unifiable with hd) and sg's cali substitution Aca«. 

In this section we describe an algorithm to compute the success substitution ASítccess for sg, given the 

exit substitution /3exu for the clause C, i.e., the substitution at the "rightmost" point of the clause C. 

This algorithm makes use of the abstract unification information computed in the previous algorithm. 

Also, the sets of variables Ssg and Shd that are used here will be the same as in section 4.1. 

If Pexü = 0 i-e., the exit substitution is _L indicating that clause C didn't succeed, then obviously 

Xsuccess = 0- Else, we execute the algorithm in the following section. Broadly, the various steps in 

this algorithm can be explained as follows: 



First we project the exit substitution on to the set of program variables in hd (step 1). We 

then check if any of these program variables is ground according to the exit substitution but 

was not ground according to the entry substitution. These variables became ground during 

the execution of the body of clause C. We propágate the groundness of these variables to the 

appropriate variables in sg (steps 2 and 3). 

We then compute the potential dependencies among the program variables in sg by forming 

a dependency graph as before and taking the unión of the appropriate powersets of program 

variables in sg (steps 4 through 6). 

Some of these dependencies may be spurious, i.e (1) they may not agree with the cali substitution 

of sg or (2) they may not agree with the dependencies among the arguments of sg induced by 

the exit substitution of the clause C. These spurious dependencies are removed (step 7). 

What we have now is the projection of the success substitution of sg on its program variables. 

This is extended to all the program variables in the clause of sg (step 8). 

Algorithm 

Projection: Compute /?' by projecting /3exu on to the set SM (the set of variables in the head 

hd), i.e., 

p'^{S\S = (S'nShd),S' e / W 

/?' is effectively all the information from (3exit that is used in this algorithm. 

Groundness propagation: Start with the valúes of G,U and A at the end of step 6 of the 

previous algorithm. Let G2 <- {Z \ Z £ Shd,Z <¿ G,VS(S £ /?' => Z <¿ S)} i.e., G2 contains 

new ground program variables in hd that were not ground according to (5. Update G ^ G U G2. 

Also, enqueue the elements of G'l to the queue L. This queue is used in the same manner as in 

the algorithm in section 4. 

If L is empty, then go to step 4. Else, execute the groundness propagation step (step 5) of 

the previous algorithm. 

Update A: Execute step 6 of the previous algorithm. 

Potential dependency graph formation: Execute step 7 of the previous algorithm. Let 

E3 <— {(Yi,Yj) | Yi £ S,Yj £ S, S £ /?'}. E3 contains the new sharing information obtained 

from ¡3'. Update E <- E U E3. 

Graph partitioning: Let Ssg — G be partitioned into mutually disjoint sets SPi,..., SPS such 

that Xi and Xj belong to the same partition if and only if there is a path between them in the 

graph GST-



6. Form a f i r s t approximation to the projection of XSUccess o n sg: 

s 

X' +- U p(SPt) 

It is clear that (XSUccess n Ssg) is a subset of A'. 

7. Prime A' down to get the p ro jec t ion of XSUccess on sg: X' may contain some sharing in-

formation among the arguments of the subgoal predicate that is not compatible with A and with 

/?'. In this step, we remove such "spurious" sharing information from A'. 

• Consider V(hd,/3exit). This gives the sharing information among the arguments of hd (and 

henee of sg) due to the abstract exit substitution (3exit for the clause C. It is clear that 

the sharing information among the arguments of sg induced by Xsuccess n Ssg (and henee 

Xsuccess) has to be the same as well. Therefore, any element in A' that leads to an argument 

sharing that is not in V(hd, /3exu) must be removed. 

• Also, as discussed in section 3 (corollaries 1 and 2), the successful execution of the subgoal 

sg can only produce a success substitution which is a subset of A*. Therefore, any element 

of A' that is not in A* must be removed. 

These steps are summarized as foliows: 

A' ^ {S | S e (A' n X*),Pos{sg, S) e T{hd, pexit)} 

8. Compute Xsuccess from Xcaü and (Xsuccess n Ssg): Partition Xcaü into two subsets Xlcaü and 

\2caii as follows. Xlcaii contains only those elements S such that SnSsg = 0. X2cau = Xcau—Xlcau. 

Xsuccess = {S\(S € (X2call)*) A ((S Cl Ssg) € A ' ) } U Xlcall 

We state a proposition similar to the previous one. It essentially says that XSUccess is a safe 

approximation to the actual success substitution for the subgoal Ssg-

Proposition 3 Given a subgoal sg whose abstract cali substitution is Xcaii, a clause C whose head hd 

unifies with sg and a safe abstract exit substitution f3exit (which is compatible with (3entry as computed by 

the algorithm of section 4 i-e. /3exü ^ Pentry*) for C, let XSUCcess be the abstract success substitution for 

sg computed using C and the above algorithm. Then, XSUccess is a safe approximation in the following 

sense: In the concrete interpretation, let 0,SUCcess be the set of success substitutions (computed using 

the clause C) corresponding to the set of cali substitutions ^{Xcaii) and to exit substitutions ^{(5exit)-

1 lien ¿¿success — ^{"success) • '—' 

Proof (Outline): The argument for the correetness of this proposition is very similar to the 

last one. /?', which contains all the relevant sharing information (due to (3exit) among the program 

variables in hd is correctly computed in step 1. The groundness and sharing information in ¡i' is then 

conservatively transmitted to the program variables in sg in steps 2 to 4. The potential dependeney 
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graph computed by the previous algorithm is enhanced by the new sharing and groundness information 

(if any) in ¡5' in step 5. In step 6, a conservative estimate of the projection of Xsuccess on sg is computed. 

Some of the sharing information thus computed may be spurious. They may not agree with (1) the 

sharing information in Xcaii and (2) the argument sharing in hd due to /?'. Such spurious sharing 

information is removed in step 7. Finally, Xsuccess is conservatively computed in step 8. • 

5.2 A n Example 

We illustrate the above algorithm by a continuation of the previous example. The subgoal sg, the head 

hd (of clause C) and the cali substitution Xcaii (for sg) are as before. Let f3exit = {0, {Y\, Y?}, {Y3,Y4}}. 

1. Projection: ¡3' = {0, {Fi}, {Y3, Y4}} 

2. Groundness propagation: From step 6 of the previous example we get G = 

{X4,X5,Y5,Y6}, U = {(Xl,{{Yl}}),(Y2,{{X2}}),(X3,{{Y3}}),(Y4,{{X3}})} and A = 

{0, {Xi}, {X3}, {Xi,X2}}. After the execution of this step, we get G = {X2,X4,X5, Y2, Y5, Y6} 

máU = {(X1,{{Y1}}), (X3, {{Y3}}), (Y4,{{X3}})}. 

3. update A: A = {0, {Xi}, {X3}} 

4. Potential dependency graph formation: GST = (V,E), where V = {X\,X3, Y\, Y3, Y4} and 

E = {{Xl,Yl),{X3,Y3),{X3,Y4),{Y3,Y4)}. 

5. Graph pa r t i t i on ing : The set Ssg — G has two elements, X\ and X3 and two partitions {X\} 

and {X3}. 

6. Thus, we get A' = {0, { X J , {X3}} 

7. Prune A' down to get \SUccess n Ssg- There are two nonempty set elements in A', which also 

belong to the set A. Therefore they are also in the set A*. Moreover, pos(sg, {Xi}) = {1} and 

pos(sg,{X3}) = {3,4}. These belong to the set V(hd, /3exü) = {{!}> {3,4}}. Thus, no element 

is removed from A'. 

8. Compute XSUCcess from Xcau and (\SUCcess n S): Xlcaii = {0, {X6}} and X2cau = {{Xi},{X3}, 

{X3,X4}, {Xi,X2,X7}}. From this, we compute XSUccess = {0, {X\}, {X3}, {Xe}}. 

6 Optimization of the Computation of Success Substitutions in Spe-

cial Cases 

As mentioned in section 2, the algorithms described in sections 4 and 5 can together be used to 

compute the success substitution of a subgoal sg given its cali substitution and the head hd of a clause 

which unirles with sg. However, if it is known that this clause is a "fact" i.e., it doesn't have a body, 

we can eliminate some of the steps in computing sg's success substitution from its cali substitution. 

Consequently, the optimized algorithm consists of the following steps: 



• Steps 1 through 7 of the entry substitution algorithm (section 4), followed by 

• Steps 5 through 8 of the success substitution algorithm (section 5) 

7 A Top-down Driven Fixpoint Computation Algorithm for Ab

stract Interpretation 

In this section, we describe an efficient, top-down driven fixpoint computation algorithm for abstract 

interpretation. The goal of this algorithm is to build the abstract AND-OR tree for the given program 

and goal, thus computing the abstract substitutions at all points of this program. 

As mentioned in section 2, in building the abstract AND-OR tree for a given program and a goal, 

the abstract interpreter has to repeatedly execute the basic step of computing the success substitution 

of a subgoal whose cali substitution is given. Given a subgoal p, its cali substitution \cau and clauses 

C\,..., Cm whose heads unify with p, a na'ive approach to executing this basic step would be to build 

the subtree for p in a top-down fashion: 

• Project \caii on to the variables in p to obtain A, the projected cali substitution for p. 

• For each clause C¿, compute its entry substitution using the algorithm in section 4. Compute 

its exit substitution by recursively computing the success substitutions for each of its subgoals 

in a left-to-right fashion. Compute A¿, the projected success substitution for p from clause C¿, 

using the algorithm in section 5. 

• Compute A', the projected success substitution for p by taking the least upper bound (LUB) of 

A¿, 1 < i < va. Extend A' to ASítccess, the success substitution for p. 

As also mentioned in section 2, this approach may lead to problems if p or one of its descendents 

in its subtree is a recursive predicate. A situation as shown in figure 2(a) may develop if p is recursive, 

for example. In this case, a subtree for p has a descendent node which has the same atom (p) and the 

same projected cali substitution (A). Obviously, this will lead to an infinite loop and A' will never be 

computed. 

The goal of the fixpoint algorithm is to facilítate the computation of A' in such cases without going 

into an infinite loop. The basic idea behind this algorithm is as follows: 

• Compute the approximate valué of A' using the non-recursive clauses C\,..., Cr for p and record 

this valué in a memo table [10]. Details of this memo table are described in section 7.1. 

• Construct the subtree for p, using the approximate valué of A' from the memo table, if necessary. 

Note that this computation will not enter into an infinite loop since approximate valúes of 

projected success substitutions from the memo table are used for recursive predicates. 

• Update the valué of A' using p's subtree. This valué is "more accurate" than the previous one. 

Update p's subtree to reflect this change and compute the new valué of A' again. Repeat this 

step until the valué of A' doesn't change, Le., it has reached fixpoint. 



7.1 Details of the memo table 

The memo table has an entry for each subgoal with a distinct atom and a distinct (projected) cali 

substitution (modulo renaming of the variables) that occurs in the abstract AND-OR tree.8 In the 

context of the fixpoint algorithm described in this paper, the main use of the memo table is to store -

possibly incomplete - results (i.e. valúes of the projections of success substitutions) obtained from an 

earlier round of iteration. Each entry in this table has four fields: 

1. The atom for the subgoal9 

2. The projection of its cali substitution on its variables (A) 

3. The projection of its success substitution on its variables (A') 

4. Characterization of the information in the third field i.e., whether it is complete or approximate 

or fixpoint. These labels are explained in detail in section 7.3. For a nonrecursive predicate, this 

entry is always complete, but for a recursive predicate, it can take on any of the above three 

valúes. 

The desired output of the algorithm, the abstract AND-OR tree for the given program and query, 

is implicitly contained in the memo table at the termination of the algorithm. Therefore, the memo 

table is the output of the algorithm as presented in section 7.3. Also, in an actual implementation 

of this algorithm, each entry in the memo table has an additional field indicating the clause in which 

the subgoal corresponding to this entry occurs and also its position within the clause. On completion 

of the algorithm, this information gives direct access to the abstract substitutions at all points in the 

given program. For reasons of space and clarity, the memo table in the algorithm presented in section 

7.3 does not have this information. 

7.2 Overview of the algorithm 

This section presents the "core" of our fixpoint computation algorithm. We give a detailed description 

of this algorithm in section 7.3. Section 7.4 gives an outline of the proof of its correctness. 

It assumes that the predicates in the given program have already been classified as recursive or 

nonrecursive.10 As mentioned before, the fundamental step that is executed in this algorithm over 

8Normally, the memo table is empty at the start of fixpoint computation. However, if the given program invokes 

modules which have been pre-compiled, the results of abstract interpretation for these modules can be pre-loaded into 

the memo table. This saves the work of performing abstract interpretation for these modules again. In addition, it can 

be assumed that conceptually the memo table is preloaded with the enfries corresponding to the built-ins, which are 

marked as complete. In practice, however, because of the peculiarities of some non-logical built-ins and since the built-ins 

are a very important source of information they are treated specially. Note as well that the memo table is also used in 

the algorithm for storing dependency information. This temporary information will not be present, however, at the end 

of the analysis. 
9This field actually contains information about the unique ID for the subgoal in the abstract AND-OR tree. 

10 The algorithm for classifying predicates as recursive or nonrecursive is described in Ullman [25]. 



and over again is the computation of the success substitution of p given its cali substitution, where p 

is an atom that occurs as a node in the abstract AND-OR tree for the given program and goal. 

If the predícate for p is nonrecursive, then it is checked if the memo table has an entry corresponding 

to (1) the atom for this subgoal (modulo renaming of variables) and (2) A. 

• If there is such an entry, the valué of A' is obtained from this entry and \SUccess is computed by 

extending A' to all the variables in the clause for the subgoal. 

• If there is no such entry, let C\,..., Cm be the clauses whose heads unify with p. The entry 

and exit substitutions for these clauses and subsequently, \[,... ,\'m are computed. A¿ is the 

projection of the success substitution on its variables for p computed from the exit substitution 

of the clause C¿. A' is computed by taking the least upper bound of A¿, 1 < i < m. A new entry 

in the memo table is created with the valúes p, A, A', complete and the ID for p for the five fields. 

^success is computed by extending A' to all the variables in the clause for the subgoal. 

If the predícate for p is recursive, then it is checked if the memo table has an entry corresponding 

to p and A. 

• If there is such an entry with the last field's valué being complete, then ASítccess is computed as 

before by extending A' to all the variables in the clause for the subgoal. If the last field's valué 

is not complete, then we are in the middle of performing fixpoint computation for p. The action 

to be taken in this case is described in detail.11 

• If there is no entry for p and A, let C\,...,Cr be nonrecursive clauses for p. \'fixpoint, the 

approximate valué of A' from these clauses, is computed and a new entry in the memo table is 

created with the valúes p, A, \'fixpoint, fixpoint and the ID for p for the five fields. Let Cr+\,..., Cm 

be the recursive clauses for p. \'r+i, the projection of p's success substitution due to the clause 

Cr+i, is computed. Let the least upper bound of \'fixpoint and A ,̂+1 be \'luh. If this is not the 

same as \'fixpoint, then the memo table is updated with \'fixpoint •= \'¡ub- This step is repeated 

for (r + 2 ) , . . . ,m. If the valué of \'fixpoint did not change for (r + 1) , . . . ,m, then fixpoint 

computation can be stopped. The projection of the success substitution, \'fixpoint, that is in the 

third field for this entry is accurate and so can be labeled complete. On the other hand, if the 

valué of Aj- oint did change during this step, the fixpoint computation is started again with the 

clause Cr+\. This step is repeated until \'fixpoint reaches fixpoint. 

The following are the main advantages of our algorithm: 

• Rather than performing fixpoint computation for the entire abstract AND-OR tree in a na'ive 

fashion, our algorithm localizes the fixpoint computation only for recursive subgoals. Elsewhere 

[22], we have described how this leads to a more efficient computation of the abstract AND-OR 

tree. 
1See the description of the function lambda_toJambda_prime in section 7.3. 



• Given a recursive predícate p and its projected cali substitution A, we start the fixpoint compu-

tation by first computing the approximate valué of A' from the non-recursive clauses for p. This 

will lead to a faster fixpoint computation than if we had started with A' = _l_ 

• The input and output mode information from builtin clauses like is/2 is used to increase the 

precisión of information that can be obtained from the abstract interpreter. 

• Of all the clauses which define the predicate of a subgoal p, only those whose heads unify (in 

the concrete domain) with p are used in the computation of the success substitution ASítccess of 

p, given its cali substitution Aca«. 

7.3 Algori thm for fixpoint computat ion 

In this section we present the algorithm for fixpoint computation. The substitutions mentioned in this 

algorithm are all abstract substitutions unless otherwise stated. Because the algorithm is abstract do

main independent, certain domain-dependent functions used for unification and other abstract substi

tution manipulation are left undefined. These functions are described at the points of their occurrence 

in the algorithm. For the abstract domain described in section 3, these functions have been described 

in sections 4 and 5. 

The top-level function, compute-abstract-and-or-tree, takes as its input arguments the Program, 

Query, and its cali substitution and returns the Memo table that was computed by the fixpoint compu

tation algorithm. The abstract AND-OR tree for the Program can be easily derived from this Memo 

table. This function uses the tupie projection function 7T2 which returns the second argument of an 

n-tuple. 

Definition 13 (compute_abstract_and_or_tree) 

compute_abstract_and_or_tree(P,Q,AcaH) = 

7r2(call_toj3uccess(P,Q,AcaH,{ },{ })) • 

The function calido success computes the success substitution of a goal given its cali substitution. 

Its input arguments are the Program, Subgoal, its cali substitution, the input Memo table, and inJds. It 

returns a 3-tuple (success substitution, output Memo table, outJds). inJds and outJds are sets of node 

IDs. More precisely, they are sets of node IDs for which incomplete (i.e. fixpoint) information from 

the memo table has been used to compute their success substitutions. The difference between outJds 

and inJds gives the set of node IDs in the subtree of Subgoal which used "incomplete" information. 

This function uses two abstract domain specific functions, project and extend. project takes as 

input a Subgoal and its cali substitution and computes its projected cali substitution. extend takes 

as input a Subgoal, its cali substitution, and its projected success substitution and returns its success 

substitution. 

Definition 14 (call_to_success) 



Figure 2: Some situations that arise during fixpoint computation 

call_toj3uccess(P,S,AcaH, Min, Idsin) = 

successj •Mouty *• dSout) 

where ASítccess = extend(S,Aca«, A') 

and (\f, Mout,Idsout) = lambda_to_lambda_prime(P,S,project(S,AcaH), Min,Idsin) • 

The function lambdaJoJambda-prime computes the projected success substitution (A') of a subgoal 

p given its projected cali substitution (A). Below, we discuss the five cases it considers: 

1. If p is a non-recursive subgoal that has no existing entry in the memo table, then A' is computed 

by the procedure nrJambda-toJambda-prime. 

2. If p is a recursive subgoal that has no existing entry in the memo table, then fixpoint compu

tation has to be started for this subgoal. A new entry corresponding to p and A is created in 

the memo table with A' initialized to an appropriate valué to start the fixpoint computation 

(e.g. _L). Then the function fixpoint-compute computes A' by performing fixpoint computa

tion on p's subtree. Note that for simplicity the valué used in the following description of the 

lambda-toJambda-prime function is _L and the clauses are then visited in an unspecified order. 

In an actual implementation, however, the non-recursive clauses are visited first, thus computing 

a better first approximation to A'. Only then fixpoint computation is started. This speeds up 

convergence. 

3. If the memo table has an entry for p and A and this entry has the label fixpoint, then the current 

node for p is the descendent of another node for p with the same A Le., we are in the process of 

computing the fixpoint for A' for that node. See figure 2(a). The memo table entry for A' is an 

approximation to the correct valué for both the p nodes. The function id(p) returns the unique 

ID of the subgoal p. 

A 



4. If the memo table already has a complete valué for A', outJds is obvio usly the same as inJds 

since there are no "incomplete" nodes in the subtree for p. 

5. If the memo table has an entry for p and A and this entry has the label approximate, then the 

situation is as shown in figure 2(b) i.e., there are two nodes in the tree one of which is the 

ancestor and the other is the descendent for the current node for p. Both these nodes are for 

the same recursive predicate q. The fixpoint computation for p has already been completed but 

the fixpoint computation for q is not yet over. Since the fixpoint computation for p made use of 

an approximate valué of success substitution for q, the resultant A' is not accurate. That is why 

this entry has the label approximate. Fixpoint computation for p is started again after this label 

is changed to fixpoint in the memo table. Of course, we now start with a better approximation 

for A'. 

Definition 15 (lambda_to_lambda_prime) 

lambda-toJambdajprime(P, S, A, M¡„, Idsin) = 

if (S, A, _, _) ^ Min A S is non-recursive 

then (A', Mout U {(S, A, A', complete)}, Idsin) 

where (A', Mout) = nrJambda.toJambdajprime(P, S, A, M¡„, P) 

if (S, A, _, _) ^ Min A S is recursive 

then fixpoint-Compute{P, S, A, M¡„ U {(S, A, _L, fixpoint)}, Idsin) 

if (S, A, A', fixpoint) £ Min 

then (A', Min, Idsin U {id(S)})) 

if (S, A, A', complete) £ M¡„ 

then (X', Min, Idsin) 

if (S, X, X', approx) € Min 

then fixpoint-Compute{P, S, X, Min U {(S, X, X', fixpoint)} — {(S, X, X', approx)}, Idsin) • 

The function nrJambdaJoJambda-prime computes the projected success substitution for a non-

recursive Subgoal given its projected cali substitution. 

Definition 16 (nr_lambda_to_lambda_prime) 

nrJambda-toJambdajprime(P, S, X, Min, Cls) = 

if 3C £ Cls. head(C) unifies with S 

then (lub(X',X'c),Mout) 

where (X'c, Mout, _) = clauseJambda-toJambdajprime(P, S, C, X, M, 0) 

and (A', M) = nrJambda.toJambdajprime(P, S, X, Min, Cls — {C}) 

else 

(±,Min) • 

The function clauseJambda-toJambda-prime computes the projected success substitution X'c for 

the subgoal S using the clause C whose head unifies with S. It uses the abstract domain specific 



functioiis calLto-entry and exitJosuccess. The former computes the entry substitution for C given 

the A for S. The latter computes X'c for S given the exit substitution for C. 

Definition 17 (clause_lambda_to_lambda_prime) 

clause_lambda_to_lambda_prime(P,S,C,A, M¡„, Idsin) = 

(X'c,Mout,Idsout) 

where X'c = exit_to_success(/3e:c¿£, S, C, A) 

and (Pexit, Mout, Idsout) = entry_to_exit(/3eraíí.?/, Min, Idsin,P,body(C)) 

and Pentry = call_to_entry(A, S, C) • 

Definition 18 (entry_to_exit) 

entry Jo jexit(/3entry, Min, Idsin, P, Body) = 

if Body = true 

XíhCTl \yentryi -í*linj luSifi) 

if Body = (Atom, As) 

then entryJo-exit(/3int, Mint, Idsint, P, As) 

where ((3int,Mint, Idsint) = callJo -SUCCeSS(P, Atom, Pentryj -^ínj ídSjinj 

if Body = Atom 

then Culi JO-SUCCeSs(P, Atom, /3entry, Min, IdSin)
 D 

The function fixpoint-compute computes the A' of a subgoal S by performing fixpoint computation 

on its subtree. It does so by applying the fixpoint operator | to the function recJJoJp which traverses 

the subtree of S once, as described below. recJJoJp | u repeatedly applies the function recJJoJp 

until fixpoint is reached for A'. 

Definition 19 (fixpoint_compute) 

fixpoint_compute(P,S,A, M¡„, Idsin) = 

(A', M" - {{S, X, _, _)} U {{S, X, X', Label)}, (Idsin U Idssubtree - {id(S)})) 

where(M",Label) = update_abs_ao_tree(M', S, Idssuuree) 

and (V, M', Idssubtree) = rec_l_to_lpt w(P, S, X, {X'init, Min, 0), P) 

where(S', A, X'init, fixpoint) G M¿„ • 

The application of the fixpoint operator | to the function reclJolp is made explicit by means of 

the following definition: 

Definition 20 (rec_l_to_lp|) 

rec_l_to_lpt 0(P, S, X, (V, M, Ids), P) = (V, M, Ids) 

rec_Lto_lp| (n + 1)(P, S, X, (A', M, Ids),P) = rec_Lto_lp(P, S, X, rec_Lto_lp| n(P, S, X, (A', M, Ids),P),P) 

rec_Lto_lpt w(P, S, X, (V, M, Ids),P) = (Un<LÜX'n, Un<LÜMn, Un<LÜIdsn) 

where (A^, Mn, Idsn) = rec_Lto_lp| n{P, S, X, (A', M, Ids),P) • 

file:///yentryi


As mentioned before, the function recJJoJp traverses the subtree once, computing the projected 

success substitution A from the projected cali substitution A' for the recursive case: 

Definition 21 (rec_l_to_lp) 

recJJoJp(P, S, A, (\'in, Min, Idsin),Cls) = 

if 3C £ Cls. head(C) unifies with S 

then recJJoJp(P, S, A, cLrecJJoJp(P, S, A, (\'in, Min, Idsin), C),Cls — {C}) 

else 

{\'in,Min,Idsin) • 

The function cLrecJJoJp computes the projected success substitution A from the projected cali 

substitution A' one clause at a time for the recursive case. It uses the abstract domain specific function 

lub which returns the least upper bound of two abstract substitutions. 

Definition 22 (cl_rec_l_to_lp) 

cl_rec_Lto_lp(P,S,A, (\'in,Min,Idsin),C) = 

(\'out, Mout - {(S, A, \'in, fixpoint)} U {(S, A, \'out, fixpoint)}, Idsout) 

where X'out = lub(X'in, X'c) 

and (\'c, Mout, Pdsout) = clauseJambda-toJambdajprime(P, S, C, A, M¿„, Idsin) • 

Once fixpoint computation is completed for the subtree of a recursive subgoal S, the set of node 

IDs whose approximate success substitutions were used for this fixpoint computation, Idssubtree, is 

examined. If this contains only the node ID for S, then the A' computed for S is labeled complete. In 

this case, it is possible that some other node IDs were "dependent" on this node ID. The dependency 

information for these nodes is suitably updated by the function updateAepend^set. \lldssuuree contains 

node IDs other than id(S), then the A' obtained by the fixpoint computation is labeled approx. The 

dependency information is suitably updated in the memo table by the function update-abs-aoJree. 

Definition 23 (update_abs_ao_tree) 

update-abs-aoJree(Min, S, Idssuuree) = 

if (Idssubtree ~ {Íd(S)}) = 0 

then {update-dependset{Mín, id(S)), complete) 

else 

(Min — {dependset(id(S), _)} U {dependset(id(S), (IdsSVMree — {id(S)}))}, approx) • 



Definition 24 (update_depend_set) 

update-dependset(Min, Id) = 

if 3Id', Set. dependset(Id', Set) € Min A Id € Set 

then update-dependset(M — {dependset(Id', Set)} U {dependset(Idf, Set — {Id})}, Id) 

where M = 

' if Set - {Id} = 0 

then Min — {(Sf, A, A', approx)} U {(S', A, A', complete)} 

where S' = id-1 (Id') 
= < 

else 

Min 

else 

Min • 

7.4 Outl ine of the proof of correctness of the algorithm 

Proposition 4 Given the following: 

• an abstract domain that satisfies the conditions: 

- that the number of distinct (modulo renaming of variables) abstract substitutions for a clause 

is finite, 

- that they form a lattice with respect to a partial order induced by the concretization function 

• corred, terminating procedures to compute the following: 

- abstract entry substitution /3entry for a clause C given the abstract cali substitution \caii of 

a subgoal sg which unifies with the head hd of C 

- abstract success substitution for a subgoal sg given its abstract cali substitution and the 

abstract exit substitution of a clause C whose head hd unifies with sg 

- LUB of two abstract substitutions (of the same clause) 

the fixpoint computation algorithm described above correctly computes the abstract AND-OR tree (i.e., 

the abstract substitutions at all points) for a given program and goal. Also, it terminates for all inputs. 

D 

Proof (Sketch): The correctness of this algorithm follows from: 

• the fact that it computes the abstract projected success substitution A' of a subgoal sg as the 

LUB of the abstract projected success substitutions A¿ computed from the clauses C¿, where 

Ci,i = 1 , . . . , n are all clauses whose heads unify with sg. 

• the fact that if an atom sg with the same projected cali substitution (A) (modulo renaming of 

variables) appears in different nodes of the tree, it has the same valué for the projected success 

substitution (A') at these nodes 



Termination: When the given program has no recursive predicates, it is clear that this algorithm 

terniinates since it builds the abstract AND-OR tree in a top-down fashion and that tree cannot have 

two nodes with the same atom and projected cali substitution (modulo renaming of variables), with 

one node being the descendent of the other. 

When the given program has recursive predicates, the termination of this algorithm follows from: 

• the fact that the subtree of a node with a recursive predicate p is finite. Since p can only 

have a finite number of distinct cali substitutions, the subtree can only have a finite number of 

occurrences of nodes who have a variant of p and which themselves have subtrees. All other nodes 

with p as their predicates use the approximate valué of the projected success substitution from 

the memo table (since they have an ancestor with the same atom and projected cali substitution 

(modulo renaming of variables)) and henee do not have any descendent nodes. 

• Given that the subtree of a node with a recursive predicate p is finite, it is easy to see that the 

complete construction of this subtree takes only a finite number of steps. Broadly speaking, the 

construction of this tree proceeds as follows: First the approximate valué of the projected success 

substitution is computed as the LUB of the projected success substitutions computed from p's 

non-recursive clauses. Then the sub-tree is dynamically traversed in a depth-first manner and 

we return to the root of the subtree. At this time, the valué of the projected success substitution 

is updated as the LUB of the oíd valué and the valué computed from p's recursive clauses. 

If there is a change in this valué, then the dynamic depth-first traversal is continued again. Note 

that this "looping" through the depth-first traversal can take place only a finite number of times, 

since the LUB operation is obviously monotonic and the abstract substitutions for a clause form 

a finite lattice and so the fixpoint will be reached in a finite number of steps. 

If there is no change in the valué of the projected success substitution for this node, then its 

subtree is complete and so we have reached the end of fixpoint computation for this node. 

8 Implementation Results 

In this section, we present the results of running an implementation of an abstract interpreter which 

uses the fixpoint algorithm discussed in section 7.3. The goal of this abstract interpreter is to infer 

the groundness and independence of program variables so that run-time groundness and independence 

checks can be eliminated for an Independent And-Parallel execution of a given logic program. It takes 

as input a logic program which also contains a description of the query (or set of queries) and its (their) 

abstract substitution, provided by the procedure qmode/2.12 It generates a memo table containing 

the abstract substitutions at all points of the clauses which have been used for building the abstract 

AND-OR tree for the given query or queries. 

12If the user does not provide a query form, a general one (using a most general abstract substitution) is generated 

for all entry points which appear in the module declaration for the file. 



C l a u s e / S u b g o a l 

: - qmode(qsor t (A,B) , [ [ B ] ] ) . 

q so r t (A ,B) : -

q s o r t ( A , B , [] ) . 

q s o r t ( [ ] ,A,A) . 

q s o r t ( [ A B ] ,C,D) : -

p a r t i t i o n ( B , A , E , F ) , 

q s o r t ( F , G , D ) , 

q s o r t ( E , C , [ A H] ) , 

G=H. 

p a r t i t i o n ( [ ] ,A, [ ] , [ ] ) . 

p a r t i t i o n ( [ A B] ,C,D, [A E]) : -

A > C, 

i 

p a r t i t i o n ( B , C , D , E ) . 

p a r t i t i o n ( [ A B] ,C, [A D] ,E) : -

A=<C, 

p a r t i t i o n ( B , C , D , E ) . 

A b s t r a c t cali s u b s t i t u t i o n 

'/. [[B]] 

'/. [ [ C ] , [ D ] , [ E ] , [ F ] , [ G ] , [ H ] ] 

'/. [ [ C ] , [ D ] , [ G ] , [ H ] ] 

'/. [ [ C ] , [ D , G ] , [ H ] ] 

'/. [ [C ,H] , [D,G]] 

'/. [ [ D ] , [ E ] ] 

'/. [ [ D ] , [ E ] ] 

'/. [ [ E ] , [ D ] ] 

'/. [ [ E ] , [ D ] ] 

Table 1: Results of abstract interpretation for the quicksort program 

This implementation of the abstract interpreter is part of a parallelizing compiler for logic that 

has proven successful in obtaining speed-ups for a variety of logic programs [13, 15]. Normally, the 

results of the abstract interpreter are passed to the parallelizing compiler. However, there is an option 

in this system which enables it to output only the results of the abstract interpreter. Basically, the 

output is an annotated versión of the given logic program, which contains as comments the abstract 

cali substitutions of subgoals in all non-unit clauses. Lists are used in the place of sets for abstract 

substitutions. The results of using such an option on an example program (quicksort using difference 

lists) are presented in table 1. The first column gives a subgoal (along with the clause in which it 

occurs) and the second column gives its abstract cali substitution. 

For reasons of space, we do not show the abstract AND-OR tree for this program. However, 

we observe from table 1 that, in the body of the second clause for qsort_dl, after the execution 

of par t i t ion(B,A,E,F) , program variables A, B, E, F are ground and C, D, G, H are mutually 

independent. Therefore, in an IAP implementation of this program, the subgoals qsort_dl(F,G,D) 

and qsort_dl(E,C, [A|H]) can be executed in parallel without any groundness or independence checks. 

It is interesting to note that the same results would have been obtained even if the query form had 

been the more general ": - qmode (qsort (A ,B) , [ [A] [B] ]) .". Also, the use of the abstract interpreter 

(whose code is not greatly optimized) added 45% to the compilation time, which is considered a 



U B » qsort(A,B) <0> 

qsort(_,[],[]) qsort([X|W],Y) 

{{P},{Q},{R},{S},{Y}} partition(X,W,P,Q) {{R},{S},{Y}} qsort(P,R) {{S},{Y}} qsort(Q,S) {{Y}} append(R,[X|S],Y) {0} 

{{P},{Q}} / ^ ^ ^ ^ {0} ífR}} {0} ífs}} {0} {{Y}} {0} 

partititon(_,[],[],[]) partititon(Xl,[Yl|Zl],[Yl|Pl],Ql) partition(X2,[Y2|Z2],P2,[Y2|Q2]) 

similar sub-tree 

{{Pi},{Qi}} X1>Y1 {{Pi},{Qi}} partition(Xl,Zl,Pl,Ql) {0} 

{0} {0} {{Pi},ÍQi}} {0} 

Figure 3: Abstract AND-OR tree for the quicksort program 

reasonable overhead. In fact, this overhead is not worse than that of previous, less precise abstract 

interpreters [27]. 

Next, we consider the simpler (from the point of view of analysis) versión of quicksort which uses 

an explicit cali to append instead of difference lists. We present the results of abstract interpretation 

of this program in the form of an abstract AND-OR tree, since it is much simpler than the abstract 

AND-OR tree of the previous program and it is more illustrative than a table. The p a r t i t i o n / 4 

predícate used here is the same as the one used in the previous program and the append/3 predícate 

is the standard one. 



:- qmode(qsort (Xs,Ys) , [[Ys]]) . °/X query and i t s ca l i substitution 

qsort ( [ ] , [ ] ) . 

qsort([X|W],Y) :-

partition(X,W,P,Q), 

qsort(P,R), 

qsort(Q,S), 

append(R,[X|S],Y). 

The abstract AND-OR tree for this program and query is shown in figure 3. The root of the tree 

contains the OR-node qsort (A, B) with its cali substitution to its left and its success substitution 

to its right. There are three AND-nodes, qsort([X|W] ,Y), partit ion(Xl , [Y1|Z1] , [Y1|P1] ,Q1) 

and partition(X2, [Y2 | Z2] ,P2, [Y2|Q2]). The rest are all OR-nodes. For each OR-node, the cali 

substitution is shown on its left and the success substitution is shown on its right. If there are 

two adjacent siblings M and N (with M to the left of N), the success substitution for M is the cali 

substitution for N. The projections of the cali and success substitutions for a predicate are underlined 

and are respectively below the cali and success substitutions for the predicate. 

It can be seen from this tree that the terms bound to P and Q are ground and the terms bound to R 

and S are independent when the subgoal qsort (P ,R), which occurs in the body of the recursive clause 

for qsort , is called. Therefore, in an IAP implementation for this program, the subgoals qsort(P,R) 

and qsort(Q,S) can be run in parallel without any groundness or independence checks. 

9 Conclusions and Future Work 

Motivated by the needs of applications such as compilation for Independent And-Parallelism (IAP), 

we have presented an abstract interpreter that is specifically geared towards detecting groundness 

and independence of terms with a high degree of precisión, using a novel abstract domain. We have 

presented efficient algorithms for computing entry substitutions for clauses and success substitutions 

for subgoals. These are the essential steps in any algorithm for an abstract interpreter. We have also 

presented a top-down directed, bottom up fixpoint computation algorithm that is independent of the 

abstract domain used in the interpreter. The techniques presented in this paper are of direct use in 

the compilation of logic programs for execution in systems which support IAP, in keeping accurate 

track of variable aliasing in other types of analysis, and, in general, in any compilation problem which 

can make use of information regarding variable sharing, groundness, and independence. 

We have also presented herein some results from the implementation of an abstract interpreter 

which uses the algorithms discussed in this paper. This implementation is part of a parallelizing 

compiler for logic programs using independent and-parallelism and a run-time system which have 

together proved successful in obtaining speedups for a variety of logic programs [13]. Although a more 

detailed study of the performance of the interpreter is a subject for further research, our experiments 



analyzing various benchmarks have revealed that it is more accurate than previous interpreters [27] 

and it already plays an essential part in achieving the favourable speedup results. 

At the same time we have identified ways in which the usefulness of the analysis could be in-

creased. In particular, and in the context of IAP,13 it would be quite advantageous to enhance the 

existing abstract domain to include information about the "freeness" of variables. To this end we have 

developed an abstract domain capable of representing freeness and dependence and developed novel 

abstract unification algorithms for it. The results from using this enhanced domain will be reported 

elsewhere. 

Finally, based on our design decisions for the algorithm and our experiments with the actual im

plementation of the abstract interpreter we would also like to suggest a number of other avenues for 

further research. The structure of the abstract interpretation algorithm as described herein is such 

that an implementation of it requires double interpretation, i.e. the given program is interpreted in 

the abstract domain by the abstract interpreter, which in turn is interpreted (run) by the underlying 

system. There is a certain degree of inefficiency in doing this and previous experiments with differ-

ent abstract interpreters ([27], [8]) suggest that eliminating one of the interpretation steps can be 

advantageous. This can be done by performing a partial evaluation of the abstract interpreter into 

the program being analyzed, a step which should be done automatically. It would be interesting to 

compare the performances of the abstract interpretation algorithm presented using both single and 

double interpretation. 

The abstract domain used in this paper can be enhanced to include principal functors of terms. 

This can improve the accuracy of the results computed by the abstract interpreter. For example, 

consider the following program: 

p(X,Y) : - q(X) , r (X) ,s(Y) . 

q(f(W)). 

q ( g ( a ) ) . 

clauses for r(X) and s(Y). 

Suppose that, at entry to p's clause, it is known that X is instantiated to a term whose principal functor 

is g. In the simple abstract domain, this information cannot be used in an abstract substitution. If 

the entry substitution for p(X,Y) contains {X,Y}, then we can only infer that the cali substitution for 

the subgoal r(X) also contains {X,Y}, i.e. we cannot infer that X is grounded and thus independent 

of Y.14 But in the enhanced domain, since information is available regarding the principal functor for 

the instantiation of each program variable, we know that the principal functor of X is g at entry and 

so, X is ground after the execution of q(X). This translates to a more accurate abstract substitution 

inferred at this program point.15 Clearly, this also means increased work for the abstract interpreter. 

13And even more so in the context of non-strict independent and-parallelism (NSIAP), a type of IAP in which goals 

are allowed to run in parallel even if they share variables, provided that they don't affect each other's search spaces [15]. 
14For example, in an IAP implementation of this program, the lack of this information would make a run-time 

independence check needed for the terms bound to X and Y in order to run the subgoals r(X) and s(Y) in parallel. 
16Consequently, in an IAP implementation of this program, the subgoals r(X) and s(Y) could then be executed in 



Furthermore, it is not necessary to limit the analysis to first-level structures, and an arbitrary depth 

bound can be used [27]. It would be interesting to study the tradeoff between greater accuracy and 

increased compilation time during the abstract interpretation phase brought about by the introduction 

of different levéis of structure depth in the abstract domain. 
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